In this study we investigate the impact of affectedness on the diachronic development of Differential Object Marking (DOM) in Spanish. DOM in Spanish synchronically depends on (i) the referential features of the direct object, such as animacy and referentiality, and (ii) the semantics of the verb. Several studies have also shown that the diachronic development of DOM proceeds along the Animacy Scale and the Referentiality Scale, and some recent corpus studies have indicated an influence of the verb semantics on this diachronic process. This study presents new findings from a detailed analysis of extensive corpus research on the distribution of DOM with respect to affectedness, understood as "the persistent change of an event participant". We use Tsunoda's Affectedness Scale to order the verb classes under investigation. Our findings provide evidence that this scale can be partly correlated with the diachronic spread of DOM in Spanish which would tend to confirm the influence of verbal semantics on Differential Object Marking in Spanish.
Introduction *
Affectedness is one of the key parameters of Hopper and Thompson's (1980) Transitivity Scale and a central notion for defining direct objecthood (Fillmore 1968 , Anderson 1971 , Jackendoff 1990 , Dowty 1991 , Beavers 2010 . It is generally understood as the change in the direct object that is imposed by the main predicate. Apart from many other applications, it plays a central role in selecting case frames for predicates. Tsunoda (1985) proposed the Affectedness Scale that is based on cross-linguistic generalizations over transitive case frames. The hierarchy predicts that a transitive case frame that is found with verbs of one class is also found with verbs of higher classes. In this paper we apply this Affectedness Scale to one particular and well-studied phenomenon: Differential Object Marking (DOM) in Spanish. DOM in Spanish depends on the referential properties (often summarized as "individuation") of the direct object and the lexical semantics of the main predicate (Bossong 1985 , Pensado 1995 , Torrego 1999 , Leonetti 2004 . Melis (1995) and Laca (2002 Laca ( , 2006 have investigated the diachronic development of DOM and relate it to referential parameters of the arguments, such as animacy, referentiality (definiteness and specificity) and topicality. There have, however, been no systematic diachronic investigations into the conditions imposed by the verb on the argument. Von Heusinger (2008) presents a corpus study from the 14 th to the 20 th century for three verb classes that differ in their selectional restrictions on the direct * An earlier version of this paper was presented at the Workshop on Empirical Approaches to Morphological Case at the LSA Summer Institute, Stanford in July 2007. We would like to thank the organizers and the audience for their constructive comments. We are especially indebted to Miriam Butt, Andres Enrique, Victoria Escandell-Vidal, Sam Featherston, Udo Klein, Brenda Laca, Beth Levin, Manuel Leonetti, Edgar Onea, Elisabeth Stark and Fernando Zuñiga for long discussions and valuable comments. Special thanks go to Johanna Barðdal and Cathryn Donohue for organizing the workshop and editing this volume, and for many very helpful comments and suggestions. Finally we would like to express our gratitude to the three reviewers who gave us very detailed and valuable comments, which have helped us to restructure the paper and make our argument more coherent. The usual disclaimer applies. A substantial part of the corpus research was undertaken by our student assistant Annika Deichsel. The first author acknowledges the support of the German Science Foundation (project C2 "Case and Referential Context" in the SFB 732 "Incremental Specification in Context") and of the VolkswagenStiftung and the Fritz Thyssen Stiftung (opus magnum). object in terms of animacy. In the first class (type 'to kill'), the predicate obligatorily requires an animate object, the second class ('to see') does not show any restriction, and the third class ('to put') has a strong preference for inanimate objects. The study provides evidence that the development of DOM in Spanish is determined not only by the referential properties of the direct object, but also by the verb semantics governing the direct object. The present study of the diachronic investigation of Spanish verb classes focuses on the concept of affectedness, generally understood as "persistent change in an event participant", as an additional parameter for DOM. Following the Transitivity Hypothesis that aligns individuation with affectedness, we propose that direct objects high on the Affectedness Scale tend to get DOM earlier and more often than objects low on that scale. We compare the increase of DOM from the 15 th to the 19 th century for definite and indefinite human direct objects of verbs in five different classes according to Tsunoda's (1985) Affectedness Scale ranked in the following way: ACTION > PERCEPTION > PURSUIT > KNOWLEDGE > FEELING. Our findings indicate that the distribution of DOM in Spanish is partly aligned with this scale, but the findings also indicate that affectedness is only a secondary parameter and that the current concept of affectedness needs more clarification.
In section 2 we discuss affectedness, its relation to semantic transitivity and different hierarchies. Section 3 presents a brief overview of the referential parameters of the direct object that trigger DOM in Spanish. Section 4 reports on earlier studies on the evolution of DOM in Spanish. We compare approaches that focus on the individuation of the direct object with studies on the influence of verb classes. Section 5 presents new and extensive diachronic data that arranges the verb classes according to Tsunoda's Affectedness Hierarchy. The analysis of the findings reveals evidence for a partial correlation of the Affectedness Scale with the diachronic evolution of DOM.
Affectedness
Affectedness is a central notion in the discussions of different phenomena of argument realization. Affectedness -generally understood as the "persistent change in an event participant" -has been a key concept in analyzing argument realization and defining direct objecthood (Fillmore 1968 , Anderson 1979 , Jackendoff 1990 , Dowty 1991 , Anderson 2006 , Beavers 2006 , 2010 . It is one parameter of Transitivity and aligned with high transitive case frames (Hopper & Thompson 1980 , Tsunoda 1985 , Malchukov 2005 . Affectedness is known to determine telicity (Tenny 1987 , Krifka 1989 and it is also correlated with other syntactic operations such as passivisation and reflexivization (cf. Jaeggli 1986). However, affectedness is used as a rather vague concept and there is no agreement on a clear definition. In syntactically oriented literature it is analysed as a feature having a ± value (cf. Anderson 2006). In the typological and functional literature it is rather understood as gradable on a scale, similar to individuation. The literature proposes different hierarchies of affectedness determined by various criteria: grades of affectedness can depend on the change of state of the patient or on the movement of a theme along some path; these grades can also depend on the type of change or the domain to which the change applies, such as existence, location or sensation. In the following we first present the Transitivity Hypothesis and then discuss the question whether affectedness is a property only of the argument (Naess 2004) or of a relation between the predicate expressing the event and the argument expressing one participant. We then show that affectedness has at least two dimensions, the domain it applies to (existence, location, sensation) and the degree it applies to an object (total, partial, minimal).
Affectedness is one of ten semantic transitivity parameters suggested by Hopper & Thompson (1980) . They maintain that the categories in Table 1 are ordered or aligned in a particular way: languages prefer to mark high transitivity values formally, rather than the lower values.
They account for the particular alignment of the categories by assuming that all high transitive values contribute to the discourse salience of the event described by the verb and its arguments. A prototypical salient event has two participants, expresses action, is telic and has a totally affected and highly individuated direct object. A prototypical non-salient event has only one participant, expresses no action, or has a less affected and less individuated object.
Note that not all of these parameters must be instantiated at the same time.
High transitivity
Low transitivity (Hopper and Thompson 1980:252) These properties can be grouped into three main classes (see Givón 1985:90 property of the argument comprising referential features like animacy, definiteness and more importantly "saliency". She assumes that actions with animate objects are more saliently affected than inanimate ones. According to her, kill entails higher affectedness than break because it has more dramatic consequences for humans. Thus affectedness is closely related (and often aligned) with animacy and definiteness, but she shows that in some cases saliency can override animacy and definiteness (see example (i) in footnote 1 below). While we agree with Naess that the referential features of the argument have to include discourse information and notions like saliency, we think that the term 'affectedness' should be reserved for the interaction between the verb semantics and the argument features. Lehmann (1991:217) illustrates the traditional notion of affectedness with the contrast between affected and effected objects in (1) and (2):
(1) Paul corrected the letter.
(2) Paul wrote the letter.
The direct object the letter in (1) is an affected object, i.e. an object that is changed by the event expressed by the predicate. This change can also happen at other domains such as the physical form, the mental representation etc. The direct object the letter in (2) is an effected object, i.e. its existence is caused by the event or situation expressed by the predicate. It is also called object of result. Lehmann (1991:218) notes that "while affected objects may be affected in different ways and to different degrees, effected objects cannot be said to be affected by the situation in any way or degree." They are either created or not. The degree of affectedness is illustrated by (3a-d) from Beavers (2010:2):
( The apple in (3a-d) is increasingly less affected by the situation or event expressed by the predicate. Lehmann (1991:221) proposes a two-dimensional affectedness space by quality and quantity, as in Figure 1 . Effected objects are created and therefore do not show grades of existence (we will see below that other approaches include effected objects in the affectedness hierarchies). Affected objects vary on two dimensions: quality or the domain in which the object is affected: motion, existence, mental, affection, non-attainment; and the quantity or the grade to which an object is affected: total, partial or minimal. Tenny (1987) affectedness is a grammatical primitive that may consist of different aspectual properties, but that shows one categorical value (plus or minus affected). Beavers (2006 Beavers ( , 2010 provides a four step categorical distinction in quantity, while functional approaches (Tsunoda 1985 , Malchukov 2005 provide an integrated scale of quality and quantity. Beavers (2010:5) summarizes the different domains of affectedness i.e. different types of change discussed in the literature, as in (4). According to Beavers, the verb classes in (4) are related, they express prototypical properties of direct objects and they trigger certain syntactic constructions such as DP-passive formation and middles. controlledness total partial minimal (4) a.
x changes in some observable property. (clean/paint/delouse/fix/break x)
b.
x transforms into something else. (turn/carve/change/transform x into y)
c.
x moves to and stays at some location. (move/push/angle/roll x into y)
d.
x is physically impinged. (hit/kick/punch/rub/slap/wipe/scrub/sweep x)
e.
x goes out of existence. (delete/eat/consume/reduce/devour x)
f.
x comes into existence. (build/design/construct/create/fashion x)
Beavers develops a semantic model with semantic properties that allows us to account for this common behaviour of the verb classes in (4). He proposes a scalar analysis of the quantity aspect or the grade of imposed change where every degree of affectedness can be separated from other degrees by linguistic tests. He conceives affectedness as a transition of a theme along a path or scale that defines the change. He defines the Affectedness Hierarchy in Table   2 with four degrees of affectedness, which correspond to the degree of specificity in the verb about the endpoint of the theme's movement on the path or scale. Values range from highly specific on the left side to unspecified on the right side. Like Lehmann, Beavers suggests a two-dimensional space of affectedness. One dimension represents the type of change and the other the degree of change. He gives a clear definition of the latter in terms of implicational properties. However, he does not provide a ranking of the first dimension, the type of change. Such a ranking is proposed by Tsunoda (1985:388) .
He starts with a ranking of different types of verb classes as in (5) This hierarchy has the more transitive verbs on the left and the less transitive ones on the right and it predicts that if there is a transitive case frame (nominative-accusative in accusative languages, and ergative-absolutive in ergative languages), then the verb types to the left have this case frame as well. The verbs in higher classes correspond more to the prototype of semantic transitivity of Hopper & Thompson (1980) , i.e. they express a salient event or situation. Verbs of direct effect like kill or hit affect the object much more than verbs of pursuit like search for or wait for. The functional principle behind this order is the grade of affectedness of the object. Tsunoda assumes that different types of change also express different grades of affectedness, thus combining the two-dimensional space of Lehmann,
Beavers and others into a one-dimensional scale, which is also known as Tsunoda's Affectedness Scale, as in Malchukov (2005:79ff) decomposes this hierarchy into a partially ordered hierarchy in Figure   2 . He argues, following other functionalist approaches (Hopper & Thompson 1980 , Comrie 1989 , Croft 1988 , Givón 1985 , Lehmann 1991 (Malchukov 2005:83) Summarizing this section, we can say that affectedness can be expressed in degrees in a twodimensional space, a one-dimensional scale or in a scale with partial orderings of verb classes.
It is widely used for explaining different grammatical contrasts, structural properties and universal implications of ranked verb classes. As a first approximation we use Tsunoda's Affectedness Scale in Table 3 for our analysis of verbal properties triggering the development of Differential Object Marking in Spanish. Since we are investigating one language in depth, we hope not only to learn more about DOM in Spanish, but also to contribute to a better understanding of affectedness as a linguistic category and its interaction with grammatical constructions. We are aware that we are still working with a rather informal concept and not with a well-defined and clearly detectable grammatical notion.
Diachronic DOM and nominal parameters in Spanish
Differential Object Marking (DOM) in Spanish is expressed by the marker a, which is a homophone of the preposition a 'to' and of the dative marker a of the indirect object. We will confine the investigation to European Spanish throughout this paper, but see Company (2002) for American Spanish. DOM or a-marking in Spanish is determined by two main parameters:
(i) properties of the direct object, and (ii) transitivity properties of the verb, including the lexical semantics of the verb. It is commonly assumed that the main factor favouring DOM in effective action
the languages of the world is the referential status of the direct object, i.e. the combination of semantic and (discourse) pragmatic features such as animacy, referentiality (definiteness and specificity), and topicality (see Comrie 1975 , Bossong 1985 , Croft 1988 , Aissen 2003 , de Hoop & Narasimhan 2005 , Butt 2006 , de Swart 2007 . There are additional semantic features such as number and collectivity, and discourse pragmatic ones, such as prominence or saliency (see above), which influence the referential status of an argument, but which we cannot consider here. Each particular parameter can be expressed by a scale of two or more values. A language locates its DOM cut-off point at one particular point on the scale -the language-specific transition point. We confine our presentation to the Animacy Scale (6) and the Referentiality Scale (7) (8a), while amarking with inanimate direct objects is in general ungrammatical, as in (8b) (Pensado 1995 , Torrego 1999 , Delbecque 1998 , Leonetti 2004 We further assume that the cut-off point for DOM on the Referentiality Scale is somewhere in the slot for non-specific indefinites, since they can optionally be marked by a, while nonarguments can never be marked (see Leonetti 2004 , who convincingly argues that a-marking does not express specificity). In other words, a-marking in Spanish (for human direct objects)
indicates that the noun is an argument and introduces a discourse referent, but cannot be a predicative expression that might be incorporated. The definite noun phrase in (9a) and the indefinite (specific) noun phrase in (9b) must be marked by a. The non-specific indefinite noun phrase in (9c) may optionally be marked with a. The non-specificity is clearly indicated by the subjunctive form sepa in the relative clause. Even the indefinite pronoun alguien in (9d) takes a in its non-specific reading. Only the non-specific reading of (9e) does not allow a. Note that in the specific reading 'to need a certain assistant' a-marking is appropriate.
(9) a. Vi *(a) la mujer. e. El dentista necesita *a un ayudante.
the dentist needs DOM an assistant
Intended reading:'The dentist needs some assistant.'
Like Modern Spanish, Old Spanish (10 th century to 16 th century) exhibits DOM. However DOM in Old Spanish is less frequent than in Modern Spanish and is used in different conditions, as has been shown in several diachronic studies (Melis 1995 , Laca 2002 .
The main results of these studies are repeated here briefly and illustrated with some examples from the Cantar de mio Cid from the 14 th century (following Melis 1995 and Laca 2006) .
Object personal pronouns, strong or weak, carry obligatory DOM in Old Spanish, as in (10).
Human proper names acting as direct object are obligatorily a-marked, as in (11) In this section we have concentrated on the referential properties of the direct object in isolation. Delbecque (1999, 2002) systematizes the observation that a-marking depends on the relation between the subject and the direct object (also Pensado 1995 , Torrego 1999 , Company 2002 , Garcia 2007 , rather than on the referential status of the direct object in isolation. While this relation is often understood in terms of disambiguation, Delbecque gives an overall account in terms of construction grammar (Croft 1998) . Her central claim is that the contrast between direct objects with and without a-marking is captured by two transitive paradigms. The a-paradigm provides two roles to the direct object -the typical goal-role of the event and an attributor-role, which has properties of a second subject. In other words, the a/ø contrast does not rely on the properties of the noun itself, but on the whole sentence or construction. The a-marked direct object receives a much more independent role in the event structure of the sentence, while the ø-marked direct object tends to be integrated into the verb meaning. Delbecque (2002, 84) not only accounts for examples with inanimate direct objects as in (14), but also for alternations with animate direct objects as in (15). the French people in general and over time."
Our own proposal is neutral with respect to the assumption of two different verb frames as assumed by Delbecque. Still we think we have to extend the analysis: a-marking in Spanish does not only depend on the referential status of the direct object or the relation between the subject and the direct object, but also on the verbal semantics, i.e. on the restriction from the verb on the direct object.
Diachronic DOM and verbal parameters
The diachronic development of DOM in Spanish as described in the last section is based on the referential properties of the direct object and its spread along the Referentiality Scale (see Melis 1995 , Laca 2006 , for a detailed discussion of the vast literature see Pensado 1995) . Ever since the spread of DOM in Spanish and other Romance languages has been described, both traditional grammarians and contemporary researchers have noted the influence of the verbal semantics of the main predicate on the distribution of DOM. Bello (1847:567-570) and
Fernández Ramírez (1951:151-190 ) present rich material on the variation according to different verb types in Spanish. See also the observations in Reichenkron (1951:367-368) and Meier (1948:142) for Spanish, Stimm (1986:443) for a Swiss Raeto-Romance dialect, Roegiest (1979:41-43) and Delille (1970) Pottier (1968:87) proposes a two dimensional space for a-marking in Spanish. One dimension corresponds to the Referentiality Scale and the other to a verbal scale ("un axe sémantique verbal") with four different verb classes ranked according to the degree of activity that the predicate attributes to the object.
(16) Verbal Scale (Pottier 1968 :87 "un axe sémantique verbal") matar 'kill' > ver 'see' > considerar 'consider' > tener 'have'
Pottier argues that the spread of a-marking in Spanish develops in this two dimensional space.
He gives some examples, but no quantitative analysis. Delille (1970) assumes that DOM in Portuguese (in the 17 th century) follows individuation (referential status) and the verb class according to Pottier. Delille (1970, 100) reduces the four classes of Pottier to three classes defined as: a) verbs that express an intended action or that are applied to a human theme; b) verbs that take an inanimate direct object, and c) verbs that allow for both a) and b). Delille
gives lists and numbers of verbs that fall under these classes, but he does not provide a quantitative overview of the distribution of DOM across these classes. (2007) we used the verbal scale of Pottier in the interpretation of Delille. We assume there that the particular ranking depends on the animacy requirement imposed by the verb on the direct object. The verb matar 'to kill' has a strong tendency to take human objects, while ver 'to see' has no restriction with respect to animacy. Considerar 'to consider' would prefer an abstract object and tener 'to have' an inanimate one. It is important to note that this requirement of the verb on the direct object is different from assuming that DOM depends on the animacy of the direct object. As mentioned above, the study only considers human direct objects. This means that even with verbs like tener 'to have' which strongly prefer an inanimate direct object, DOM can only appear with human direct objects (in general). We used a verbal scale of three verb classes as in Table 5 that differ with respect to the preference for animacy in the direct object, as in (16). We did not include existential verbs since they have a very strong tendency not to allow a-marking with human direct objects even today. The 21 st Century King James Version. Using parallel texts in general provides the great advantage of allowing one to compare the very same kind of construction, expression or lexical unit in texts from different languages or from different periods of the same language.
In von Heusinger & Kaiser
The assumption is that Bible translations serve this requirement best (cf. Harris & Campbell 1995 , Kaiser 2005 , Enrique-Arias 2008 . Still, they constitute a very archaic text and often have quite a specialized register, which differs substantially from that of the spoken language, although they contain a considerable amount of natural-sounding direct speech.
DOM continuously spreads from one lexical class of the Referentiality Scale to the next.
Therefore, we first investigated the situation with human definite direct objects. The verb tomar 'take' is of class 3, i.e. it prefers to take inanimate direct objects. As shown in example (17), it can also take human ones. In the translation from the 14 th century, the direct object is left-dislocated, an indication of it being topicalized. In the B version from the 16 th century, the direct object is neither moved nor marked. The contemporary text a-marks the object as expected.
(17) 1 Samuel 8, 13:
A (14 th ) E a vuestras fijas tomará por espeçieras e cosineras e panaderas.
B (16 th )
Tomará también vuestras hijas para que sean perfumadoras, cocineras, y amasadoras.
C (20 th ) Tomará también a vuestras hijas para perfumistas, cocineras y amasadoras.
English
He will take your daughters to be perfumers, cooks and bakers.
At the other end of the scale of verbal classes is the verb matar 'to kill' of class 1. We therefore would expect an early appearance of DOM, which is confirmed by the corpus, as illustrated by (18) the text provides fewer instances of human indefinite direct objects. We cannot therefore see a substantial effect of verb class in the a-marking of indefinite direct objects in the two older translations. However, the contemporary translation would suggest that a-marking depends on the verb class: 90% (10/11) of indefinite direct objects are marked for class 3 verbs, 45%
(5/11) for class 2 verbs and only 17% (1/12) for class 3 verbs. The questions that arise from these findings are: (i) The generalization for marking definite and indefinite objects is based on selected chapters of the Bible. Is the generalization valid for a larger corpus as well? (ii) The study only uses data from three historical periods, from the fourteenth, sixteenth, and twentieth centuries. The question is whether a comparison with more time periods would give similar results or not.
Von Heusinger (2008) addressed these two questions and extended the corpus search to more precise historical periods, using Mark Davies' Corpus del Español. The corpus comprises 100 million words of Spanish texts from the twelfth to the nineteenth century. The corpus interface allows one to search for lemmas, rather than for word forms (as in simple text files of the Bible texts). However, such searches are still very time-consuming since one has to select the definite or indefinite human direct objects by hand. In the case of tomar only about 1-7% of all hits for tomar were human definite or indefinite full NPs. The others were either inanimate, or human and of a different type on the Referentiality Scale, such as clitics, personal pronouns, proper names or different types of quantifiers. The study originally differentiates between 8 time periods from the 12 th to the 19 th century, which we have reduced to four time periods. On the other hand the search was restricted to two verb classes, and one verb for each class: matar 'to kill' for class 1 and tomar 'to take' for class 3 (see von
Heusinger 2008 for the details). We summarize the findings in table 8 and 9, where we have combined two centuries to each time period since this provides higher and therefore more reliable numbers. Table 8 shows that in the 12 th and 13 th century, 50% of human definite direct objects of matar are marked with a. This number continually increases and reaches about 90 percent by the 18 th and 19 th century. The marking of the definite direct object of tomar is less preferred. Only about 40% in the 12 th and 13 th century are marked, a number that continuously increases to about 80% in the 18 th and 19 th century. Figure 5 compares the development of a-marking for definite and indefinite human direct objects for the two verbs. It shows three points: (i) a-marking in Spanish increases over time;
(ii) it depends on the Referentiality Scale as human indefinite direct objects show less preference for DOM than definite ones; (iii) there is a tendency for a-marking to depend on the verb class, i.e. on the preference of the verb for the animacy of the direct object. The significance of the corpus result was tested with a generalized linear model. The relevant Wald chi-square tests for difference between the verb classes is close to statistical significance for indefinites (χ 2 = 72.554, df = 1, p < 0.15) and for definites (χ 2 = 2.884, df = 1, Sign < 0.1) Note that only human direct objects were counted, which means that we have two independent parameters: first the actual animacy of the direct object and second the preference of the verb for the animacy of the direct object. The question is now whether this preference depends on a more general property of the verb, such as affectedness. 
Tsunoda's Affectedness Scale and diachronic DOM
In order to understand the findings presented in the last section better, we designed a broader corpus investigation that takes the first five verb classes of Tsunoda's (1985) We searched in the two largest electronically available corpora: (i) the Corpus del Español of Mark Davies mentioned above and the Corpus diacrónico del Español of the Real Academia Española ("Corde" in the following). The latter corpus comprises more than 250 million entries from all times and text types. It is the largest existing corpus of historical Spanish texts. The search was confined to human definite or indefinite (full) noun phrases. Since the corpora are not tagged for the referential type of the object, the search required many steps to be undertaken manually, such as selecting the relevant cases from among the full set of hits.
Only about 0.5-3% of hits for indefinite noun phrases and 3-8% of hits for definite noun phrases were human full noun phrases. The other hits had either no direct object or they had clitics, pronouns, proper names or inanimate full noun phrases. The selection process therefore entailed checking 500 to 1500 hits to obtain 10-30 relevant cases. In general, there were far fewer hits for indefinite noun phrases. Therefore adding together the results of the two or four verbs of each class resulted in a reasonable number of relevant instances. There were about 2000 relevant hits, and for each century around 500 for definite noun phrases and between 70 and 170 for indefinite noun phrases. For definite direct objects there is in general a high preference for a-marking from the 15 th century onwards, with a clear increase towards the 19 th century. Since the percentage of a-marking is already quite high we do not see a very dramatic difference between the verb classes, even though we can detect some preference, as presented in figure 6. 2 We also compared the figures between the search in Davies and in Corde. There was an average of 5-12% difference for particular verbs, which can be expected in such low numbers. As in the earlier studies, we see that (i) a-marking changes over time and (ii) increases along the Referentiality Scale. Figure 8 compares the development of a-marking of definite and indefinite direct objects for matar 'to kill' from class 1 and buscar 'to search' from class 3 to illustrate a the clear difference between two classes. Finally we observe that Tsunoda's Hierarchy is not totally reflected in the ranking of the percentages of a-marking for definite and for indefinite noun phrases. We repeat the verb class hierarchy in (19) and indicate the relative order of a-marking for definite objects in (20) and for indefinite objects in (21). Thus, the ordering of verb classes still does not correspond to the original scale of Tsunoda. It seems that the scale is too general or comprises too many verbs in each class to capture the fine-grained conditions for a-marking in Spanish.
The discrepancy between Tsunoda's Affectedness Scale and our findings are particularly obvious with the class 5 FEELING, which appears at the end of Tsunoda's scale but takes a middle position in our results. Taking a closer look at this class, we can identify an interesting contrast. Following Tsunoda (and others) we have assigned the verbs querer 'to like' and temer 'to fear' to this class. However, there are clear differences between the two verbs, as summarized in Table 13 and 14 und compared in figure 9 . The two verbs behave very differently: while temer 'to fear' has a high preference for amarking already in the 15 th century, querer 'to like' has a low preference and only a slow increase over time. If we take temer out of the verb class FEELING, the result, i.e. the verb querer, would show lower figures than any other verb class -following the prediction of Tsunoda's Affectedness Hierarchy. We then have to explain the unexpected behavior of temer. As a first attempt we would suggest that the direct object of 'fear' has more typical properties of a subject than a prototypical object of 'like' (see Kirsner & Thompson 1976 ).
This might be the cause of temer's high scores. This behaviour, however, has nothing to do with affectedness, but rather with the competition between the agentitivity of the participants involved in the event. This corresponds to the well-known observation that verbs like 'fear'
and 'frighten' express a different perspective from other transitive verbs. They show a closer interaction between the two participants, since the stimulus causes a change in the agent. This is only possible if the direct object has more properties of a subject than of a direct object.
Thus the direct object of verbs like 'fear' can also act as a subject in verbs like 'frighten'.
However, the situation of the verb pairs like 'like' and 'please' is different since the stimulus does not have the same causative effect on the agent (see Croft 1993 , Barðdal 2001 , Delbecque 2002 . We see a similar contrast between oir 'hear' and eschuchar 'listen' on the one hand, and ver 'see' and mirar 'look at' at the other. The objects of 'hear' must actively produce a noise to be heard, while the object of 'see' do not have to be active to be seen.
Therefore the objects of 'hear' have more properties of a prototypical subject than the objects of 'hear', which is also reflected in the distribution of a-marking, as listed in table 15 and 16.
While Tsunoda classifies these verbs according to ±attainment (see above), i.e. oir and ver vs.
escuchar and mirar, the actual preference for a-marking of these verbs show that they rather pattern according to the agentivity properties of the direct object assigned by the verb. Note that this is different from the actual agentivity properties of the direct object, which is always high since we only allowed for human direct objects. 3 We are very grateful to one of the reviewers who brought our attention to this point. It is also not easy to adapt the Partial Affectedness Scale (Malchukov 2005:83) , introduced in section 2, to this behaviour. Malchukov (2005) explains affectedness, or more appropriately, transitivity effects by two sub-scales: (i) one scale that ranks verb classes by salient features of the direct object, and (ii) on prototypicality of the subject as a salient, volitional controlling agent. What is not included is that the direct object is attributed by the verb some features that are prototypical for subjects. In order to represent this, we have to develop a relational approach that covers the relation between the properties of (proto-) theta roles of both arguments in the sense of Dowty (1991) and Primus (1999) .
Summary
Differential Object Marking in Spanish depends on the referential properties of the direct object and the lexical semantics of the verb that governs the direct object. Earlier studies have shown that the preference of the verb for the animacy of the human direct object correlates with the distribution of a-marking through time. In this study we investigated whether amarking also correlates with affectedness understood as "the persistent change in an event participant". For our analysis we used the Affectedness Scale of Tsunoda, which is a generalization of cross-linguistic research on alternations in case frames. We undertook a corpus search for 12 verbs of 5 verb classes and about 2000 transitive sentences with definite or indefinite human direct objects for three times periods. Our extensive corpus search demonstrated that there is a correlation between verb classes high on the Affectedness Scale and higher frequency of a-marking. However, we also detected some mismatches that provide evidence that the another important factor is the competition of agentivity between the participants in the event. This effect is found with other examples as well, and indicates that we need further studies that investigates this additional parameter besides individuation and transitivity, namely the relative ranking of the two arguments.
